Utah: Required vs Optional
EVV Data Definitions
Regardless of which EVV solution you choose; or if you are submitting visits using Utah’s EVV API or CSV method;
certain information is required on each visit to ensure compliance. In order to ensure your claims payments are not
reduced, denied or delayed, it is important to understand what information is required on each visit.


Member ID (req): Client individual identifier. This is generally the client’s Medicaid number. In some instances,
this can be a unique identifier such as a SSN



First name (req): Client full first name



Middle Initial: Client middle initial



Last name (req): Client full last name



Service code (req): Billing code associated with the service being provided. These codes are state specific
codes



Service description: Description of the services associated with the aforementioned codes



Provider ID (req): Your unique provider ID number



Employee Performing Service (req): Name of the employee providing the care during the visit



Begin date (req): The date the visit began



Begin time (req): The time the visit began



Begin address (req): Address or location the services began



Begin Apt/Suite/Floor: Apartment, unit or unique suite information



Begin City (req): City the visit began in



Begin State: State the visit began in



Begin Zip: Zip code the visit began in



Begin Geo Latitude: GEO latitude of where the visit began



Begin Geo Longitude: GEO longitude of where the visit began



End date (req): End date of the visit



End time (req): End time of the visit



End Address1: Ending address of the visit



End Address2: Additional address details



End City: Ending City of the visit



End State: Ending State of the Visit



End Zip: Zip code



End Geo Latitude: Ending Geo latitude



End Geo Longitude: Ending Geo longitude



Orig_receipt_id (req if CORRECTION): Original batch number



Batch_id (req): unique batch number created for each group of visits uploaded in one file



Record_id (req): Unique id for each record

